
We design better for baby 
Because we understand mum



The baby category is a complex market to a new mum; 
she is under constant pressure to do what is best for 

her baby. At times it can be overwhelming.

Mum enters and leaves the baby category quickly,  
transitioning through each age stage as baby grows  

and develops at a seemingly rapid pace.

Research and recommendation, personal experience and 
lifestyle, price point and promotion can all influence  

mums decision on which brand to buy at fixture.

So maximising your brands exposure to mum during  
this limited time is key to success.

Introducing Design Activity

A branded packaging design agency established in 1994  
with a proven track record of helping our clients drive  

sales and distribution through our unique design expertise.

Understanding a category and recognising the consumer 
need-states that drive behaviour and decisions at fixture, is 

crucial in the process of creating pack designs that will stand 
out from the crowd and resonate with the target consumer.

This booklet demonstrates our experience in the baby 
category by showcasing two clients for whom our 

design has made a real difference.



A baby food challenger brand 
with unique credentials

HiPP’s organic USP was being undermined in the 
category and their market share being eroded 

by competitors. Their packaging was busy, lacking  
in food values with inconsistent navigation and ranging.

Our challenge: Improve brand credentials, appetite 
appeal and differentiate from the competition.



We know what drives mum

from how she picks her
breast milk substitute



Through the age stages into
the world of weaning

as her baby’s needs change



And sometimes the packaging design
needs to change

to meet mums expectations

BEFORE



With a strong brand consistency
across the range

helping mum navigate in
a very busy category



Whilst introducing mum to new
product offerings

as her baby’s tastes diversify



A FR AGMENTED PRODUCT R ANGE 
THAT NEEDED HARMONIS ING

Nuby were continually expanding their portfolio with new
products developed as and when required, resulting in hundreds

of product variations all with very different pack designs and 
a complex mix of confusing consumer messages.

Our challenge: Create a brand personality and consolidate the
range to simplify the on pack messaging and help ease navigation.



When mum is the key decision maker

trust in the brand is paramount



As her baby grows older 
and fun becomes a factor

mum surrenders to
pester power



But mum still needs to
believe in the benefi ts

so product features
must be clear

BEFORE



Because mum will only use
trustworthy products

which she connects
with emotionally



We build these bonds with personality
and character

as a picture speaks a thousand words



But don’t just take our word for it...

here’s what our clients have to say

We love it! The design feels very ‘HiPP’, and has just 
the right amount of mum vs. kid friendly cues.

Karen Smith    Foods Product Manager, HiPP UK Ltd

In an incredibly competitive market we had 
a challenge on our hands. The new design was 

exactly the move forward we needed; delivering 
freshness and food values across our extensive 

range of product formats, especially jars!
Jane Mayall    Head of Marketing, HiPP UK

Thank you for all that you have done, I never thought 
I would be willing to change the design so dramatically! 
Believe me, we certainly look forward to working with 

Design Activity in the future on new projects!
Eddie Hakim    Owner Nuby Luv’N’Care



We would love to help your brand 
connect with mum

because we know your 
brand, is your baby

The baby category creative experts

you can trust with your brand



For more information please visit or call

www.designactivity.co.uk 
0117 933 9400

THE DOVECOTE, GREENWAY FARM, BATH ROAD, WICK, BRISTOL, BS30 5RL


